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We study numerically the mechanisms of proton acceleration in gas-foil targets driven by an
ultraintense femtosecond laser pulse. The target consists of a near-critical-density hydrogen gas
layer of a few tens of microns attached to a solid carbon foil with a contaminant thin proton layer
at its back side. Two-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations show that, at optimal gas density, the
maximum energy of the contaminant protons is increased by a factor of ∼ 4 compared to a single
foil target. This improvement originates from the near-complete laser absorption into relativistic
electrons in the gas. Several energetic electron populations are identified, and their respective effect
on the proton acceleration is quantified by computing the electrostatic fields that they generate at
the protons’ positions. While each of those electron groups is found to contribute substantially to
the overall accelerating field, the dominant one is the relativistic thermal bulk that results from
the nonlinear wakefield excited in the gas, as analyzed recently by Debayle et al. [New J. Phys.
19, 123013 (2017)]. Our analysis also reveals the important role of the neighboring ions in the
acceleration of the fastest protons, and the onset of multidimensional effects caused by the time-
increasing curvature of the proton layer.
I. INTRODUCTION
As first demonstrated two decades ago [1–3], the inter-
action of an ultraintense (IL & 1018 Wcm−2) laser pulse
with a thin (∼ 1µm) foil target results in the formation of
an energetic ion beam through the so-called target nor-
mal sheath acceleration (TNSA) mechanism [4]. Stim-
ulated by a great variety of applications, ranging from
radiography [5] and warm dense matter [6] to nuclear
physics [7] and proton therapy [8], vast research effort has
since been devoted to improving the maximum energy,
flux and collimation of the ion beam. In the meantime,
other acceleration mechanisms have been proposed, such
as radiation pressure acceleration [9, 10], light sail ac-
celeration [11–15], relativistic self-induced transparency
acceleration [16, 17], breakout afterburner [18, 19], col-
lisionless shock acceleration [20–23], or magnetic vortex
acceleration [24, 25]. However promising these mecha-
nisms may appear to be, they generally require stringent
laser and target properties, rendering their experimental
realization very challenging. Therefore, due to its sim-
plicity and robustness, TNSA remains by far the most
widely used method for laser-based ion acceleration, mo-
tivating extensive optimization efforts concerning target
geometry and composition.
TNSA proceeds from the strong electrostatic fields set
up at the target surfaces by the laser-driven hot elec-
trons leaking out into vacuum, and forming negatively
charged sheaths. Those fields act to reflect the hot elec-
trons back into the target, while driving the outward
expansion of the surface ions. Their strength scales as
Ex ' kBTh/emax(λDh, Ln), with e being the elemen-
tary charge, kB the Boltzmann constant, Th the “temper-
ature” of the hot electrons, λDh their local Debye length,
and Ln the local ion density scale length [26]. The sheath
field is generally stronger at the target back side because
it is not directly perturbed by the laser, and so is char-
acterized by a sharper density gradient (Ln  λDh). In
laser-solid interactions, the energy of the hot electrons
is usually comparable with the ponderomotive potential,
Th ' mec2
√
1 + a20/2, where a0 = eE0/mecω0 is the
dimensionless laser field (ω0 is the laser frequency, me
the electron mass, c the velocity of light) [27]. For typ-
ical values Th ∼ 1 MeV, λDh ∼ 1µm, electrostatic fields
of a few 106 Vµm−1 are generated, readily ionizing the
hydrogen-rich surface contaminants. Due to their largest
charge-to-mass ratio, the surface protons react the fastest
to the sheath field and are accelerated to the highest ve-
locities. Apart from some aspects specific to hot-electron
generation, the interplay of hot and bulk electrons and
the usually multi-layered and/or multi-species composi-
tion of the targets, TNSA is equivalent to the standard
problem of plasma expansion into vacuum [26, 28, 29].
Since the accelerating field (Ex ' kBTh/λDh ∝√
nhTh) increases with the temperature (Th) and den-
sity (nh) of the hot electrons, various target configu-
rations have been designed to maximize these parame-
ters for a given laser drive. Among the explored setups,
double-layer targets made of a thin solid foil preceded
by a plasma layer of near-critical electron density of-
fer particularly encouraging prospects, with up to three-
fold enhancement in cutoff ion energies being reported
[30–39]. Experimentally, such near-critical plasma layers
have been realized using nanostructured carbon foams
[34, 35, 37–39], nanospheres [31] and even bacteria [40].
In this paper, using particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations,
we investigate numerically the ion acceleration processes
arising in double-layer (or “gas-foil”) targets comprising
a near-critical plasma layer much thicker than the solid-
density foil. Specifically, we consider the case of a 2µm
thick copper foil target in contact with a 25µm hydro-
























2a plasma of the order of the critical density. Our work
extends previous simulation studies on double-layer tar-
gets, which have so far dealt with shorter and denser foam
coatings as first layers [30, 32], or with ultrathin foils as
second layers, thus giving rise to possibly different ion
dynamics [33, 38, 39]. The originality of our approach is
to discriminate between the contributions from the var-
ious charged layers of the system to the ion-accelerating
electric field. Notably, we are able to evaluate the contri-
butions of the hot electrons as a function of their position
and energy.
The paper is organized as follows. After detailing the
physical and numerical parameters of the PIC simula-
tions, we describe the sequential processes responsible
for TNSA in gas-foil targets. A simulation scan over the
gas density highlights the critical role of the gas in de-
termining the laser energy absorption into hot electrons
and the final proton energy. We then identify the differ-
ent sources of the ion acceleration. This is done first by
resolving the total electrostatic field seen by the outer-
most protons into the fields created by different plasma
regions, and then by pinpointing the electron groups that
account for most of the accelerating field. Finally, we dis-
cuss the impact of the finite transverse size of the sheath
field and of the ensuing curvature of the ion front on the
process.
II. SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Our PIC simulations are performed in 2D3V geometry
(2D in physical space, 3D in momentum space) using the
fully electromagnetic and relativistic calder code [41].
The laser pulse is modeled with a Gaussian envelope of
30 fs FWHM duration and 3µm FWHM transverse size.
It has a 0.8µm wavelength, a 3 × 1020 W cm−2 peak in-
tensity (corresponding to a dimensionless field strength
a0 = 12), propagates along the +x direction and is po-
larized along the (in-plane) y axis.
The reference target, irradiated at normal incidence,
is a 2-µm-thick solid carbon foil, coated on its rear side
with a 6.3 nm-thick hydrogen layer that models the ex-
perimental surface contaminants. The initially neutral
carbon and hydrogen atoms are initialized with a parti-
cle density of 57.6nc, where nc = 1.74× 1021 cm−3 is the
(non-relativistic) critical density associated with the laser
wavelength. In gas-foil targets, a hydrogen gas layer is
added on the front side of the foil, consisting of a 24.5µm-
long plateau of electron density varying in the 0.1− 2nc
range. In all simulations, the laser pulse is focused at
the front side of the solid foil. Through impact and field
ionization, the carbon ions in the foil target reach an av-
erage charge state of +4 at the end of the simulation,
corresponding to a ∼ 230nc average electron density.
The foil is placed at the center of the Lx × Ly =
63.7 × 63.7µm2 simulation domain. The cell sizes are
∆x = ∆y = 0.05c/ω0 (6.4 nm) and the time step is
∆t = 0.035ω−10 (0.015 fs). The carbon ions are repre-
Figure 1. Ion acceleration in the gas-foil target: 2D density
maps (in nc units) of the protons, carbon ions and electrons
from the gas layer at two successive times. The dashed lines
delineate the boundaries between the three regions R1, R2, R3
as discussed in Sec. IV. (a) At t = 25 fs, the 3× 1020Wcm−2,
30 fs laser pulse coming from the left has traversed the 0.5nc
gas layer, where it has generated a strong current of fast elec-
trons, and hit the solid carbon foil. The thin proton layer
starts to be accelerated by the sheath field induced by the
fast electrons escaping into vacuum, yet it is still attached to
the back side of the foil. (b) At t = 100 fs, the proton layer has
expanded a few microns; its central part has detached from
the foil, and its outer front surface has developed a marked
concave shape.
sented by 180 macro-particles per cell, leading to an av-
erage number of 720 macro-electrons per cell after ioniza-
tion. The hydrogen gas and surface layers are modeled
by 16 and 450 macro-particles per cell, respectively. Cur-
rent projection and field interpolation are performed us-
ing Esirkepov’s [42] and Sokolov’s [43] schemes, together
with a 4th order weight factor to quench numerical heat-
ing.
The start time of proton acceleration in the foil target
depends on the dynamics of the laser-accelerated elec-
trons in the gas layer, and so may vary between simula-
tions. Consequently, the time origin (t = 0) is defined
henceforth as the moment when the fastest protons from
the foil have attained an energy of 0.01 MeV.
3III. ENHANCED ION ACCELERATION IN
GAS-FOIL TARGETS
A. Phenomenology
The ion acceleration process taking place in a gas-foil
target is illustrated by the two snapshots shown in Fig. 1.
The initial density of the gas layer is ne = 0.5nc, giving
rise to maximum proton acceleration from the foil (see
below). In each panel are overlaid the density maps of
the foil’s carbon ions, surface contaminant protons and
electrons. Only those electrons originating from the gas
are displayed since, as later discussed, those from the foil
layer contribute only weakly to the proton final energy.
The top panel [Fig. 1(a)] shows the early stage of ion
acceleration (t = 25 fs), when the laser pulse has prop-
agated through the undercritical plasma and started in-
teracting with the solid foil. A cloud of fast electrons
(light yellow), modulated by the laser ponderomotive
force, is breaking out through the rear side of the carbon
foil (dark blue). There ensues a (mainly) longitudinal
electrostatic field that sets into motion the contaminant
protons (cyan). As a result of the laser interaction, a
partially electron-depleted channel has formed in the hy-
drogen gas, with a filament along its axis made of protons
and hot (> 2 MeV) electrons. These electrons are ener-
gized by various mechanisms during the laser propagation
through the gas, as described in the next section. The
high electron energy gain (compared to laser-solid inter-
action) and the large volume of interaction entail almost
complete laser absorption and, therefore, a substantial
increase in the electrostatic field set up at the target rear
side.
The bottom panel [Fig. 1(b)] depicts a later stage of
the ion acceleration (t = 100 fs). The transmitted frac-
tion of the laser pulse has then already reflected off the
solid foil, and the proton layer, now completely sepa-
rated on axis from the carbon ions, exhibits a substantial
curvature. As the proton layer expands, the outermost
(higher-energy) front protons experience a diminishing
electric field until reaching saturation in energy.
B. Effect of the gas on laser absorption and proton
energies
The efficiency of proton acceleration from gas-foil tar-
gets closely depends on the electron density of the gas
layer. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(a), which plots the
temporal evolution of the maximum proton energy for
different gas densities. All curves show a rapid initial
rise followed by a slower growth phase. The initial growth
rate of the energy tends to increase with the electron gas
density up to ne ' 0.5nc, and to decrease with ne beyond
this value. The simulations are stopped at t = 400 fs,
that is, when the protons reach the right-hand side of
the domain (after traveling a distance of ∼ 31µm) in the
optimal ne = 0.5nc case. None of the curves has then
Figure 2. (a) Temporal evolution of the maximum proton
energy for different gas densities. (b) Maximum proton energy
at the end (t = 400 fs) of the simulation (blue) and absorbed
laser fraction (orange) as a function of gas density.
reached complete saturation; this is a common feature
of the reduced 2D geometry, which causes overestima-
tion of the hot electron density, and hence of the effi-
ciency and timescale of the proton acceleration [44]. A
more accurate description would require 3D simulations,
yet currently outside the reach of our computational re-
sources. Despite this limitation, we expect the ordering
of the different curves plotted in Fig. 2 to be representa-
tive of the scaling with density that might be obtained
in a real-world 3D scenario.
Hereafter, the maximum proton energy Emax is defined
as the energy obtained in our simulations at t = 400 fs.
One can see in Fig. 2 that Emax rises with the electron gas
density up to a maximum of ' 48 MeV at ne = 0.5nc,
corresponding to a fourfold increase over the single foil
case (ne = 0), and decreases at higher densities. To
understand this behavior, we plot in Fig. 2(b) the vari-
ations in Emax and the laser absorption coefficient (A)
with the gas density. Interestingly, the proton energy is
found to scale about linearly with the laser absorption up
to ne = 0.5nc, where the laser energy is almost fully ab-
sorbed. This linear scaling is not obvious since, assuming
a 1D expansion, the maximum proton energy is expected
to evolve as Emax ∝ Th up to a logarithm factor depend-
ing on nh and the effective acceleration time [45], while
the laser absorption should scale as A ∝ nhTh ∼ neTh
(taking nh ∼ ne). As the gas density is further increased
up to 2nc, the absorption remains nearly saturated while
the proton energy is approximately halved.
Since the ion acceleration directly results from the
4Figure 3. Longitudinal (x − px) phase space of the gas electrons (colormap) and longitudinal electric field Ex (black curve)
along the laser axis (y = 0) at different times (a)-(d). The gas and foil layers are respectively shown in light orange and gray.
Different electron groups are highlighted in (a).
dynamics of the high-energy electrons, we display in
Fig. 3(a-d) the longitudinal (x − px) phase space of the
gas electrons around the laser axis (y = 0) at different
times. At t = −26 fs [Fig. 3(a)], the laser pulse has tra-
versed the gas, but has not yet reached the foil. Sev-
eral distinct electron populations can be identified: (i)
a bunch of moderately relativistic (0 < px/mec . 10)
electrons in the foot of the laser pulse (x & 25µm); (ii)
a dense and relatively cold, backward-moving (−20 .
px/mec . 0) electron flow in the rising part of the laser
pulse (22 . x . 25µm); (iii) a cloud of ‘thermalized’,
relativistically hot (|px|/mec . 20) electrons, traveling
in both directions and filling the traversed plasma re-
gion; (iv) a spatially modulated cloud of forward-moving,
ultra-relativistic (px/mec . 180) electrons located inside
the laser pulse (15 . x . 25µm).
These electron populations originate from the following
sequence of processes.
First, the laser acts as a snowplow when propagating
in the gas layer: the electrons accelerated by its pondero-
motive force and piled up in its foot make up population
(i). As the pulse undergoes erosion during its propa-
gation, its front profile increasingly steepens [46], which
enhances the ponderomotive push on the gas electrons
[47].
The charge imbalance due to the electrons piled up
ahead of the pulse induces a strong electrostatic field
that pulls them back at high negative momenta, result-
ing in the backward electron flow (ii). At a lower density,
this push-pull mechanism would generate an oscillating
plasma wakefield. Here, due to the high plasma density,
the highly nonlinear wakefield breaks after just one oscil-
lation, thereby converting its kinetic and potential energy
into electron heat via phase mixing [47].
Some electrons from this dense thermal reservoir (iii)
can be injected into the laser field and driven to ultra-
relativistic energies, thus forming population (iv), of
same spatial extent as the etched laser pulse. The di-
rect laser acceleration experienced by these electrons is
evidenced by their λ0/2 (0.4µm) modulations and their
maximum momentum (px,max/mec ' 180), consistent
with the prediction px,max/mec = a20/2 for a single parti-
cle in an electromagnetic plane wave in vacuum. Here ac-
count is taken of the intensified laser field (up to a0 ' 20)
5due to self-focusing in the gas. The collective interaction
of the fast electrons (iv) with the counterstreaming dense
flow (ii) contributes to the fast thermalization of the lat-
ter [47]. Note that the coupling between the laser and
plasma fields may also trigger resonant-type acceleration
mechanisms inside the laser pulse [48, 49], which can fur-
ther boost the maximum electron energies.
All of the above energetic electron populations can con-
tribute to TNSA in the foil target. If the laser pulse is
able to propagate through the gas layer and reach the foil,
the electrons (i) snowplowed at the laser front are injected
into the target, and hence induce the rapid early growth
of the rear-side TNSA field (see next Section). In that
case, additional MeV-range electrons are generated at the
foil’s front side through J×B heating [50, 51], thus rein-
forcing the early-time TNSA field. Figure 3(b) presents
the electron phase space at t = 11 fs, when the laser pulse
is reflecting off the foil while the ultra-relativistic elec-
trons (iv) are breaking out through its back side, hence
amplifying the TNSA field (solid black curve). Some
of the bunched electrons (i) have been reflected by the
TNSA field, making up most of the backward-moving
(px < 0) electrons visible at the right of the foil.
At t = 41 fs [Fig. 3(c)], the protons have started ex-
panding from the foil’s back side, the fastest ones being
located at the peak of the accelerating Ex field (x =
35µm). The ultra-relativistic electrons have overtaken
the proton front and are being decelerated/reflected by
the Ex field (their maximum longitudinal momentum
dropping from px/mec ' 180 to ' 110 between t = 11 fs
and t = 41 fs). A strong Ex field is maintained at
the ion front by the hot bulk electrons (iii) that has
caught up with the expanding ions. The backward-
moving (px/mec & −70) bunch seen at x ' 20µm is
made of electrons being accelerated and carried away by
the reflected laser pulse.
At t = 78 fs [Fig. 3(d)], the non-reflected ultra-
relativistic electrons have detached themselves from the
thermalized bulk electrons that accompany the acceler-
ating ions. These have then attained a maximum energy
of ∼ 25 MeV and entered their slower acceleration phase
[see Fig. 2(a)].
The density dependence of the laser absorption re-
vealed by Fig. 2(b) can be explained using the model
proposed in Ref. [47]. The typical mean energy (' Th) of
the thermal bulk electrons was found to be proportional
to the electrostatic potential jump across the nonlinear
laser-driven wakefield (modified by the ultrarelativistic
electron flow). At moderate laser amplitudes (a0 . 20),
the thermal electron energy weakly depends on the gas
density [see Fig. 6 of [47]]. Specifically, in the range
12 ≤ a0 ≤ 20 of interest in our simulations, Th varies
by less than 30 % when the electron density is increased
from ne = 0.1 to 2nc. Thus, for a fixed gas length, the
laser absorption should scale linearly with the gas den-
sity, until reaching full absorption when the gas layer is
thicker than the laser depletion length. From the model,
a 30 fs laser pulse with 12 < a0 < 20 is expected to be ab-
sorbed after propagating ∼ 25µm in a plasma of density
ne = nc, and ∼ 50µm in a plasma with ne = 0.5nc.
These estimates are consistent with the laser absorp-
tion lengths observed in our simulations. For a gas of
0.5nc density and 24.5µm length, the laser pulse is still
relativistically intense when it hits the foil target, and so
the ponderomotively bunched gas electrons and J × B
target electrons can trigger an early proton acceleration.
At a density ne = nc, by contrast, the laser pulse is
strongly weakened when reaching the foil. Although the
electron acceleration by the laser field and plasma wave
is similar to that observed at ne = 0.5nc, thus yielding a
comparable TNSA field at later times, the absence of the
ponderomotively bunched and J×B electrons suppresses
the early rise in the TNSA field, which reduces the final
proton energy as shown in Fig. 2(b).
IV. CONTRIBUTIONS OF DIFFERENT
PLASMA REGIONS TO THE
ION-ACCELERATING FIELD
In an electrostatic problem, the electric field at any
point in space and time can be calculated as the sum of all
electrostatic fields originating from each of the charges in
space. Knowing from simulations the spatial distribution
of the charge densities, one can calculate the longitudinal
electrostatic field arising at (x, y, t) from some region in
space R according to the formula





ρ(x′, y′, t)(x− x′)
(x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 dx
′dy′, (1)
with R being the plasma region (an area in 2D geometry)
of interest.
Using Eq. (1), we investigate the contributions of dif-
ferent plasma regions to the electrostatic field Ex,f (t) in-
duced at the on-axis location of the proton front (x, y) =
(xfront(t, 0), 0), where xfront(t, y) is the longitudinal po-
sition of the outermost (rightmost) protons as a func-
tion of time and the transverse coordinate. In practice,
xfront(t, y) is defined as where the proton density np(x, y)
vanishes with increasing x.
Three plasma regions (Ri) are considered: (i) R1 is
the region located to the left of the contaminant proton
layer; (ii) R2 corresponds to the expanding proton layer;
(iii) R3 is the region located to the right of the proton
layer.
The boundary between R2 and R3 is readily defined as
x2/3(y) = xfront(t, y). Obviously, R3 only contains elec-
trons. Defining the boundary x1/2(y) between R1 and R2
is more complicated as a small fraction of the contami-
nant protons may initially mingle with the carbon ions
and stay inside the carbon plasma at later times. There-
fore, looking for the x position where np(x, y) starts to
rise from 0 is not relevant if one wishes to locate the
main accelerated proton population that can break away
from the carbon foil [see Fig. 1(b)]. Instead, for each
6transverse position y, we determine the maximum pro-
ton density nmax(y) ≡ maxxnp(x, y) outside of the area
where the carbon ions are present, together with its posi-
tion, xmax(y). The boundary between R1 and R2 is taken
to be the position x1/2(y) which is the closest (to the left)
to xmax(y) and satisfies np(x1/2) < nmax/5. Note that
since the leftmost protons of the contaminant layer can
be mixed among the carbon ions (this is particularly true
far off axis where the proton layer does not completely
detach from the foil’s backside), R2 may comprise a few
carbon ions and their accompanying electrons. By con-
trast, R1 includes almost all carbon ions, the gas protons
and all of the electrons located at x < x1/2 (including
those filling the gap between the carbon ions and the de-
tached proton layer). The boundaries between the three
plasma regions are updated in time, as shown in Fig. 1
(a,b).
The time evolution of the electrostatic fields generated
at the proton front xfront(t, 0) by the three plasma regions
is presented in Fig. 4(a) for the foil target and in Fig. 4(b)
for the gas-foil target with ne = 0.5nc. Moreover, in or-
der to confirm the validity of the electrostatic approxima-
tion, the total electrostatic field (orange curve), obtained
by summing up the contributions of the three regions, is
compared to the total electric (not just electrostatic) field
extracted from the simulation (blue curve). The observed
good agreement between the two fields validates the elec-
trostatic approximation, and hence the use of Eq. (1) to
estimate the TNSA field.
Although reaching a ∼ 80 % stronger maximum in
the gas-foil target, Ex,front(t) behaves similarly in both
targets. Early in time, the dominant contributions to
Ex,front come from the electrons in R3 (purple curve)
and the net positive charge contained in R2 (red curve).
These two regions generate positive (ion-accelerating)
electric fields of same amplitude which add up. In other
terms, the rightmost (fastest) protons are as much pulled
by the sheath electrons in R3 as they are pushed by the
positively charged proton layer covered by R2. This is
an expected result in the 1D geometry that characterizes
the initial ion expansion. By contrast, the carbon ions
and electrons from R1 produce a negligible net field at
the proton front. In both targets, the field shows a sud-
den rise to reach a first peak around t ' 0. As discussed
above, it is caused by the arrival of the snowplowed elec-
trons from the gas and the J × B heated electrons from
the foil surface.
At t = t1 [see Fig. 4(a,b)], the heated carbon plasma
starts to expand, leading to a dense electron sheath per-
meating the leftmost, lagging part of the proton layer.
This transiently reduces the field from R2, while, in re-
turn, the positive net charge of R1 produces a significant
accelerating field. This effect, which appears to be most
pronounced in the single foil target, ceases when most of
the protons have detached from the foil.
At t = t2 [see Fig. 4(a,b)], the on-axis part of the
proton layer is well separated from the carbon plasma,
so that the fields from R2 and R3 again mainly account
Figure 4. Time evolution of the electrostatic fields set up at
the proton front by the plasma regions indicated in Fig. 1,
in the (a) single foil and (b) gas-foil targets. The green, red
curve and purple curves plot, respectively, the contributions
of the charges lying to the left (region R1), inside (region R2)
and to the right (region R3) of the proton layer. These fields
have been computed using Eq. (1). The total electrostatic
field (orange) is also plotted and compared with the total
electric field measured in the simulation. The times t1 and
t2 correspond to the detachment of the proton layer from the
foil and the onset of lateral effects, respectively.
for the total accelerating field. Yet from this time on-
wards, the push from the positively charged proton layer
(R2) begins to dominate the fast-decreasing pull from
the sheath electrons (R3). Actually, the field from the
sheath electrons diminishes up to the point of even reach-
ing slightly negative values by t ' 150 fs. This behav-
ior results from a multidimensional effect, namely, the
transverse curvature of the proton front as evidenced in
Fig. 1(b). The rightmost protons on axis are overtak-
ing most of the off-axis sheath electrons, which end up
exerting a decelerating force on those protons. The ac-
celeration of the fastest protons is then solely driven by
the repulsive positive charge of the proton layer.
V. HOT-ELECTRON CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE ION-ACCELERATING FIELD
A closer look at the temporal evolution of the total
accelerating field [Fig. 4] allows one to understand why
the gas-foil target performs better than the single foil tar-
get. Firstly, the field reaches its absolute maximum much
faster and this maximum is also about 1.8× higher. Sec-
ondly, the field strength remains close to its peak value
7Figure 5. Time evolution of the electric fields generated by
different electron groups (see legend) located to the right of
the proton front in the (a) single and (b) gas-foil targets. The
dashed black curve plots the total electric field due to all of
the electrons lying in region R3.
during ∼ 50 fs, which differs from the rapid post-peak de-
cay observed with the single foil. Since the final proton
energy is proportional to the square of the integral of the
field curve, the above observations explain the much im-
proved proton acceleration achieved in the gas-foil target
(see Fig. 2).
In the single foil target, the rise time of the accelerat-
ing field is consistent with the 30-fs duration of the laser
pulse. Its subsequent drop is caused by the plasma ex-
pansion and the transverse dilution of the hot electrons.
The higher field maximum and subsequent plateau seen
in the gas-foil target are due to the successive exits across
the foil back side of the distinct hot-electron groups is-
sued from the laser-gas and laser-foil interactions.
To elucidate these different electron contributions, we
divide the electron population lying in region R3 into
three kinetic energy ranges: From zero to about the
ponderomotive energy (< 2 MeV), medium energy (2 −
25 MeV) and high energy (> 25 MeV). We consider only
the electrons to the right of the front (x > xfront(t, 0))
since they contribute positively to the proton acceler-
ation at all times (unlike the far-axis electrons as dis-
cussed above). Again using Eq. 1, we plot in Figs. 5(a,b)
the electrostatic field generated at the proton front by
each electron group in the single foil (a) and gas-foil (b)
targets.
With a single foil target [Fig. 5(a)], the accelerat-
ing field is mainly generated by low-energy electrons
(< 2 MeV), produced by J × B heating [50, 51]. The
electrons in the 2 − 25 MeV energy range contribute
to only ∼ 10 % of the field, while the ultra-relativistic
(> 25 MeV) electrons play a negligible role.
In the gas-foil target [Fig. 5(b)], the sheath field results
from more diverse electron sources. The < 2 MeV elec-
trons snowplowed by the laser in the gas or J ×B accel-
erated at the foil surface are responsible, approximately
equally, for the early peak of the sheath field, which lasts
for ∼ 15 fs. Higher-energy electrons from the gas then
take over. The fastest (25− 500 MeV) electrons momen-
tarily accounts for ∼ 40 % of the total field, but their
contribution rapidly weakens as they move away from
the proton front (to a distance r larger than their trans-
verse extent, causing the field to decrease as ∼ 1/r in
2D). Actually, from t ' 15 fs, most of the field originates
from the thermal mid-energy (2− 25 MeV) electrons. As
they extend longitudinally throughout the gas-foil target
[see Fig. 3(d)], they make up a large reservoir of kinetic
energy, capable of sustaining a strong sheath field for a
(relatively) long time. As they lose energy to the expand-
ing ions, the lower-energy electrons from this population
progressively fall into the < 2 MeV group, which leads
to the associated field to rise again by t ' 50 fs. Later
in time (t & 70 fs), the < 2 MeV and 2 − 25 MeV elec-
tron groups turn out to contribute similarly to the sheath
field.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Using PIC simulations, we have investigated in detail
the processes leading to efficient TNSA in gas-foil targets
irradiated by a 3× 1020 Wcm−2, 30 fs laser pulse. For a
fixed gas length of ∼ 25µm, we have found an optimum
hydrogen gas density of 0.5nc. These parameters entail
an almost complete laser absorption through a combi-
nation of electron energization mechanisms involving the
laser field and the excited nonlinear plasma waves. Their
interplay generates several energetic electron populations
which differ by their phase-space properties, each of these
populations accounting significantly for proton accelera-
tion in the solid foil.
The main electron contribution to the TNSA field
comes from the relativistically hot (∼ 10 MeV) electron
bulk resulting from the laser-gas interaction, which gen-
erate a strong and relatively long-lived sheath field. The
ultra-relativistic gas electrons directly accelerated by the
laser field produce a substantial field too, but this field
decays quite rapidly as they move away from the foil. The
lower-energy (∼ MeV) electrons snowplowed by the laser
in the gas or driven at the foil surface play also a crucial
role in building the sheath field at early time and pre-
accelerate the protons, resulting in an improved overall
energy gain. These MeV electrons are efficiently gener-
ated only if the laser is intense enough when reaching the
foil. The optimal configuration thus corresponds to the
case where the laser energy is nearly fully converted into
electron kinetic energy inside the gas, but is still able to
8drive electrons to relativistic energies at the foil surface.
Moreover, this study allowed us, for the first time, to
identify as a function of time the plasma regions respon-
sible for the sheath field seen by the fastest protons. This
was done by reconstructing, in the electrostatic limit, the
electric field at the proton front from the surrounding
charge density distributions. At early times, proton ac-
celeration takes place in an essentially 1D geometry, so
that the accelerating field is produced equally by the elec-
trons to the right of the proton front and the net positive
charge contained in the proton layer. By contrast, af-
ter ∼ 70 fs, the proton front develops a curvature due
to the transverse proton velocity gradient, which causes
the electrons to exert a negligible net force on the outer-
most protons. The subsequent acceleration of the latter
is then mostly sustained by the continuous push exerted
by the positively charged proton layer. This new method
of analysis of the ion-accelerating field can be readily gen-
eralized to other target setups.
In our simulations, only the gas density was modified.
In general, however, proton acceleration will depend on
additional parameters such as gas length, foil thickness,
laser intensity and duration and on the location of the
focal plane. To aid the determination of the optimal gas
parameters, which correspond to almost full laser absorp-
tion through the gas, one can make use of the scaling
given in Ref. [47].
To conclude, we have demonstrated that gas-foil tar-
gets constitute a promising configuration for TNSA-type
proton acceleration under laser interaction conditions
available in many university-scale laboratories.
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